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001
expire, trim, dispatch, exclaim, immerse, 
emphasize, gloomy, coherent, reward, abundantly,
distinctively, unconsciously, admittedly, compel, abuse,
※ abuse (n)-s, (v)-z
property prices, downturn, indicative,

002
envious, criticize, prisoner, impartial, brutal,
intimate, genuine, pretension, elegance, sincerity,
censorship, affiliate, germ, precaution, motive,
courtesy, referral, inject, 

003
entrapment, gradation, anecdote, redundancy, recovery,
monarch, entrepreneur, hostage, smuggler, wilderness,
survive, indispensable, unwarranted, innumerable, appliance,
concise, sublime, arrogant,

004
obsolete, merge, integrate, meditate, conceal,
reconstruct, stagger, falsify, mash, furnish,
classify, hardware, stubborn, dismal, immense,
wholesale, recede, utter, 

005
submissive, insensitive, conclusive, offensive, evolve,
unveil, provoke, aggravate, diminish,  pass on,
rub in,  hit on,  turn in,  seize up,  back off,
blow out,  go under,  drag out,

006
hand out,  tear off,  shove off,  plot,  think back,
die down,  hold back,  run down,  inhale, solstice,
feast, pottery, graze, pilgrim, festivalgoer, 
afar, discredit, radioactivity,

007
surrounding, roughly, whereas, landfill, radiation,
minimal, induce,  by contrast,  not to say,  highlight,
face, submerge, tackle, maritime, cruise,
sewage, ash, surveillance,

008
practical,  be accustomed to,  counter, hull, hollow
secure,  sweep away,  restrict, controversial, claim,
violent, dispose, relocate, redirect, ruin, 
displace, pose, excessive, 

009
expose, graze, vulnerable, erosion, reforestation,
semiarid, moisture, livelihood, yield, dismiss
ninefold, biodiversity, illegally, obstacle, ironically,
contribution, barrier, agricultural, 

010
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productivity, suspend, adoption, bargain, broadcaster,
budget, consequence, consistency, cultural, disagreement,
enable, executive, format, inaudible, innovation
insufficient, long-held, margin

011
problematic, properly, randomly, rethink, sector,
so-called, statistics, transmit, update, validity
valid, surplus, drought, decay, seizure,
betray, revolve, summon, devote

012
contagious, fragrant, pathetic, vacuum, custody,
congestion, discard, mediate, revise, taint,
cherish, deem, choke, archaeology, omit,
presume, facilitate, colonize,

013
overcrowd, tranquil, mortal, radical, comparable,
irritate, troop, frustrate, overthrow, deceive,
mobilize, undoubtedly, errand, revenue, yardstick,
urgency, vigorous, overdue,

014
sterile, humble, require, enlist, mumble,
retreat, resemble, alienate, dictate, inhabit,
deliberate, trespass, flatter, barricade, entrust,
oppress, entitle, riot,

015
testimony, anarchy, decency, refinement, collide,
deprive, manipulate, supplement, disguise, freight,
petition, despise, contract, caress,  in a row,
motto, token, foe,

016
press for,  round up,  bank on,  vendor,  pass off,
rough up,  count down,  follow up,  lead in,
phase out,  tell on,  unrelated,  stand over,
let down,  touch on,  roll up,

017
temptation, insomnia, obesity, annually, infant,
interaction,  at rest,  opposition,  not surprisingly,  be keen to,
considerable, nutritionally, conventionally, nutrient, flavonoid,
beta carotene, specifically, forthcoming,

018
psychologist, upbringing, brainwash, matriarchal, offspring,
romantic, disastrous, swimsuit, revolutionary, wearer,
resistance, mimic, biomimetics, phenomena, painless,
hypodermic, needle, proboscis,

019
humpback, flipper, confident, gecko, envision, 
technological, limitation, expense of, persistence, scare off,
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investor, decade, returnee, doctorate, motivator,
pursue, stereotype, immigration,

020
residency, applicant, grant, remarkable, visa,
precisely, centralize, assimilate, synchronize, pinch,
blast, venue, unify, fatality, paddle,
asset, tender, modest,

021
extravagant, compassionate, unanimous, medieval, devouring,
plotting, cushioning, dampening, distinctiveness, peasant,
wither, dismantle, plunge, thrive, aristocrat,
advocate, envoy, apprentice, 

022
hypocritical, mystical, objective, destructive, rumor,
redeem, internationalization, fulfill, adequate, lenient
mundane, profess, steer, disgrace, brand,
breadth, scarcity, stain,

023
insane, awkward, fragile, enrollment, astonishment,
fragment, harassment, adjustable, assorted, stern,
suspicious, tremble, coincide, disapprove of, beaten,
opponent, reluctant, crude,

024
formidable, clumsy, compartment, explicit, bulky,
vicious, distort, clutch, soothe, confine,
enrage, congregate,  dish up,  size up,  shake up,
push off,  downplay, withstand,

025
irreversible, transparent, detachment, reform, prejudice,
distortion, destine, allege, consultation, conversion,
friction, materialistic, insistent, deceitful, declare,
indifferent, incisive, accessible,

026
kindergarten, swap, cling, clung, droop
questionnaire, evaluate, retrieve, intensify, battlefield,
relegation, conviction, violation, terminate, salute,
shred, certify, guilty, broker,

027
traitor, successor, audible, coarse, prime,
subtle, rite, deficit, circuit, slant,
signify, simulate, downgrade, overpower, serene,
bleak, hardy, equivalent,

028
expectant, articulate, untouched, empower, escort,
formulate, proclaim, hitch, rebel, lament,
preclude, enchant, overdrawn, enroll, endow,
console, orbit, spark,
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029
depot,  happen upon,  blend into,  hint at,  stick out,
follow on,  chip in,  talk up,  make away with,  come down with,
break in on,  fall back on,  pile in,  cave in,  dish out,
feel out, outsource, reroute,

030
inquiry, competency, in point, beneficiary, inadequately
minimum, administration, assess, categorize,  keep up in,
cause for concern,  commuter, productivity, relieve, disorder,
anytime soon,  consequently,  not necessarily,

031
infrastructure, impassable, desperately, completion, socio-
deforestation, settler, livestock, enforce, reassurance,
indigenous, exotic, syndrome, obedience, endurance,
herd,  date back to,  Czarist

032
regime, roam, outnumber, weaponry, primitive,
harsh, outrun, persecution, collectivization, crossbreed,
at the expense of,  stamina, terrain, halt, epidemic,
willingness, unmatched, infect,

033
irrational, intermittent, outburst, overly, psychiatry,
respondent, explosive, biomedical, imbalance, serotonin,
regulate, medication, circumstance, esteem, victimize
bully, adolescence, profound,

034
predate, horrify, magnify, clarify, typify
but if, functional, emerge, overlook,  comply with
filthy, cozy, temperament, accusation, designation,
activation, vessel, sequel,

035
installment, competent, trivial, isolate, contractor,
erupt, erect, encase, senator, speculation,
abound, exceed, ration, resent, stylish,
irresistible, unperturbed, perturb,

036
defective, parallel, tedium, commodity, novelty,
contradictory, graphic, catastrophe, obscure, dubious,
cynical, fluid, ethnicity, dehydration, dilution,
timidity, consent, revolt, rage, 

037
impulse, fusion, cuisine, heed, sprain,
impair, expel, analogy, hasty, adrift,
prone, scant, drowsy, illiterate, cunning,
antiquity, deformity, anonymity,

038
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eternity,  call for,  cut in,  pour on,  let off,
sum up,  set off,  stick by,  buy up,  job cut,
pull up,  bring up,  dig in,  compensation, even then,
sophistication, resourceful, take hold,

039
irrigate, channel, metallurgy, groundwater, barren,
earthworm, enrich, convert, burrow, invasive,
※ convert　　(n) con―　/　(v) vert
litter, decompose, seedling, invasion,  be made up of,
destabilize, intervention,  live bait,

040
flatworm, gnat,  feed on,  invaluable, forbid,
legalize, incorporate, aggression,  water down,  purist,
※ incorporate　(v) reit / (aj) rat
reverent, modernization, showy, conservative, gymnastics,
intangible, pension, inevitable,
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